Faculty Appointments 2018/19

“We are pleased to welcome another extraordinary group of researchers to the University of Toronto, including a new – and expanding – robotics research cluster at U of T Mississauga. Our new colleagues significantly increase the diversity and reach of our research, scholarship and teaching, taking us into areas of Computer Science well beyond what we have traditionally covered.” – Ravin Balakrishnan, Professor & Chair
“A year of unprecedented growth and talent. We welcome the next wave of U of T computer science faculty. Together we will address and solve some of society’s most pressing challenges, building on our research strength and the collaborative approaches U of T is known for.”

Ravin Balakrishnan
Professor & Chair
Faculty Appointments 2016/2017

“These researchers bring a breadth of experience and new ideas and are representative of the next wave of trailblazing research and teaching at U of T.”

– Ravin Balakrishnan, Professor & Chair